- Each bubble represents a course within the Core Curriculum.
- A grey course box adjacent to the bubble indicates that this course or courses in the Biology curriculum fulfills the Core requirement. Thus, Biology majors do not need to take UCOR 12XX nor UCOR 18XX for their Biology degree.
- Students take only two Global Challenge courses for their major. Biology majors take UCOR 34XX and 36XX.

**Notes:**

Students with two degrees or two majors will take the two Global Challenge courses most outside of their primary (first listed) major/degree.

Once a student has matriculated at Seattle University only the following courses can be transferred from accredited domestic institutions:
- UCOR 1100 Academic Writing
- UCOR 1200 Mathematics and Quantitative Reasoning
- UCOR 1300 Creative Expression and Understanding
- UCOR 3100 Religion in a Global Context